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So, the Munga cat is out of the bag. Alex
Harris has taken our crazy mountain bike
scene – and neutered it.
A WHILE back, Attie
Koekemoer (one of the owners
of this magazine) and I sat down
to a working lunch, and returned
with a napkin listing all the South
African stage races and multiday events we could think of. No
Google, no smartphones, just
our ageing memory banks. The
result was staggering: a shade
over 80 options in one calendar
year. By the time we consulted
the internet oracle, that number
had swelled to nearly a hundred.
The Absa Cape Epic has
created this massive demand for
longer, harder, easier, gentler,
shorter, better, cheaper…
any variant of its success
imaginable. And we lap it up –
just try to find an entry for any
of them!
So, when Alex Harris, our
regular contributor, Freedom
Challenge record holder and
Everest conqueror, called and
said he was planning something
big, we kinda believed him. But
we had no idea how it would
separate itself from the mass of
established must-do events.
He did. In a very big way,
scaring the living daylights out of
the assembled pros at the event

launch by announcing, firstly,
that the entry for his 1 000km
unassisted mountain bike race,
from Bloemfontein to Cape
Town, would be double that of
the “overpriced” Epic.
“Madness!” I hear you say.
$10 000 for a two-day race
(maybe three if the Karoo
plays nasty, two weeks before
Christmas)? Oh, how the
assembled chattered. And
then were silenced. The winner
will go home tired yet, we
think, happy, with a cheque for
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$750 000. Not many pros – road
or mountain – make that in
a career, let alone in one race.
In fact, that is monster money on
an international scale.
So now we have the topranked mountain bike race in the
world – the UCI rates the Epic
as the Big Daddy – and what
has to be the most lucrative.
The winner of Le Tour only pulls
in half that, and has to share it
with his team. And bust his (and
their) guts for three full weeks.
I can’t wait to see who this
event attracts. There is so much
money on offer, I suspect we
can look beyond the usual Epic
suspects, and might see some
end-of-season roadies (from the
top flight is unlikely, unless the
event gets the appropriate UCI
sanctioning), maybe some ultraendurance legends, RAAMsters,
Dividers, Freedom Challengers
and other mad adventurers.
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